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What is the difference between Crop
Intelligence and weather station data?
Crop Intelligence is South Country’s app that interprets weather station
data and calculates crop available water and water driven
yield potential.
Weather stations such as Field Connect (John Deere) or Field Climate
(Pessl) are hardware that measures soil moisture, rainfall, and may also
have other environmental sensors such as air temperature, humidity,
and leaf wetness.

Where can I access
Crop Intelligence data?
Web Browser: https://www.cropintel.ca/login
iTunes: https://itunes.apple.com/ca/app/cropintelligence/id1373854681?mt=8
Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.cropintelligence.southc

OR search “Crop Intelligence” wherever you get your apps.
Log in using the email provided when you signed up earlier this spring.
NOTE: there have recently been a number of updates to the app. To
see updates, it may be beneficial to delete the app from your phone or
tablet and re-download the app.
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When will I be able to view my data in
Crop Intelligence?
5 -7 days after your weather station installation you should be able to
see crop available water calculations and water driven yield potential.

How do I navigate in the Crop Intelligence app?
Log in using your email address.
The following data should show
for every field that you have a
weather station for:
Available Water: calculated value
that estimates how much crop
available water is in your soil.
Yield Potential: is a calculated
value that is shown as a factor of
your yield goal (i.e. yield goal +/-).
Acc 2019 Rain: total rain
recorded by rain station from
date of install until today.
30-year Rain: average rainfall
for the past 30 years.
% Avg Rainfall: compares current
rain to 30 year average rain.
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Navigate to the graphs to view
season-long trends.
Clicking on a data point will show
a box with each of the data values.
The yellow bars along the bottom
represent 10-year average rainfall
totals for that day.
The blue bars show this year’s rain events.

You can now access the soil moisture graph by depth in Crop
Intelligence by clicking on the soil moisture button in the graph page.
The blue bars show this year’s rain events.
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Water driven yield potential is
based on receiving average
rainfall from today’s date until
the end of the growing season.
The Rainfall Scenarios button will
show you various water driven
yield potentials based on 0%,
25%, 50% & 75% of 30 year
average rainfall.

What data delays should I expect?
John Deere Field Connect Weather Stations
Field Connect weather stations log data every 20 minutes and send to
the data platform every 2 hours. Crop Intelligence caches data from
Field Connect approximately every 1.5 hours. As a result, data in Crop
Intelligence may be up to 3.5 hours delayed.

Pessl Instruments Field Climate Weather Stations
Field Climate weather stations log data every 15 minutes and send to
the data platform every 15 minutes. Crop Intelligence caches data from
Field Climate approximately every 1.5 hours. As a result, data in Crop
Intelligence may be up to 1.5 hours delayed.
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Contact Us
If we haven’t answered your question, please get in touch.
Bonnie Mandziak: T: 306-795-7279
E: mandziakbonnie@cropintel.ca
Kendall Gee: T: 306-897-5066
E: geekendall@cropintel.ca
Ryan Hutchison: T: 306-921-6101
E: hutchisonryan@southcountry.ca

Where do I access
Field Connect data?
Web Browser: https://fieldconnect.deere.com/web/landing
iTunes: https://itunes.apple.com/ca/app/john-deere-field-connect/id979610296?mt=8
Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.deere.fieldconnect

OR search “Field Connect” wherever you get your apps.
Log in using your MyJohnDeere.com username and password.

When will I be able to view my data in Field
Connect?
It may take up to 7 days post install for data to be viewable in the Field
Connect platform.
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How do I navigate the Field Connect app?
Log in using your MyJohnDeere.com
username and password.
Your Field Connect weather stations
will show in a list with the field names.
When you touch the green bar (may
also be blue or red), the small icons
will appear below.
With these icons you can navigate to
soil moisture data and current
environmental data.
Current environmental data can be
found on the app when you click the
sun and cloud icon.
If you have a basic unit (with only rain
and soil moisture) rainfall is the only
data that will show in this view.
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Soil moisture data can be found by clicking the graph icon.
Swipe left to see the following graphs with 7, 14 or 30-day views:
• Soil moisture by sum
• Soil moisture by sensor
• Daily moisture change sum and by sensor, growing degree days,
and rainfall.
Graphs are best viewed by turning your phone horizontally to get a
landscape view.
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Where do I access
Field Climate data?
Web Browser: https://ng.fieldclimate.com/
iTunes: https://apps.apple.com/ca/app/fieldclimate/id731871663
Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.metos.fieldclimate&hl=en

OR search “Field Climate” wherever you get your apps.
Log in using the credentials provided to you from your dealer.

When will I be able to view my data
in Field Climate?
It may take up to 7 days post install for data to be viewable in the Field
Climate platform.

How do I navigate the Field Climate app?
Log in using your Field Climate
username and password.
From your Field Climate app, you can
navigate between sites by selecting the
field listed at the top in the center. This
takes you to your list of stations. From
here you can navigate to soil moisture
data by selecting “Soil Moisture and
Precipitation monitoring”.
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Soil moisture and precipitation monitoring will show you the rainfall
and soil moisture by depth.
To see specific data click on the individual item’s lines or bars within the
graph. This will take you to detailed view and will allow you to see the
data hourly or daily.
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Current environmental data
can be found on the app when
you click into Details. If you
have a basic unit you will only
have rain, soil moisture and air
temperature.
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